
DIrECtIOnS

By Car

from the a 59 in direction Bonn / Königswinter:

take the exit 43 Bonn-ost onto the a562 direction Bonn, 

from here take the exit 3 Bonn-Beuel-süd.  

Keep left and follow the signs to Königswinter / oberkassel, 

in the traffic roundabout from landgrabenweg turn right 

into the Joseph-schumpeter-allee and then into the Bonner 

Bogen. You will find the garage entrance on the right.

note: as the hotel is located in a new area and some GPs 
do not recognize the address ‘Bonner Bogen’, therefore  
please type in the ‘Joseph-schumpeter-allee’ or the 
‘Karl-duwe-straße’ instead.

By train

from the Bahnhof Bonn-oberkassel (5 min)
take the underpass from the train tracks right in direction 

rheinufer (rhinebanks) and follow the riverbank path.  

You will find the Kameha grand Bonn on the right.

from the Bonn Central station (20 min)
coming from the track, go to the front of the central 

station (towards platform 1). from the bus station 

(situated directly opposite), take the bus line 606 

direction ramersdorf. 

Drive until the stop "Konrad-Zuse-Platz" and you will arrive 

comfortably in front of the Kameha grand Bonn. 

from the airPort CoLoGne  /  Bonn

the airport cologne / Bonn has direct train access. take the 

regionalexpress in direction Koblenz (track 4 D-f) to the 

station Bonn-oberkassel.

if you rent a car, take the a59 direction Bonn/ Königswinter 

and then follow to the journey description "By car".

from the airPort franKfurt

from a3 in direction cologne, take the exit 33  

siebengebirge in direction Königswinter, thereafter take the 

B42 direction Bonn to the motorway junction Bonn-ost.

Joseph-Schumpeter-Alle e

city centre Bonn: 6 km
airport cologne/Bonn: 18 km
ice train station siegburg: 9 km
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Bonn central station (ice) approx.  4 km

ice station siegburg approx.  9 km

airport cologne / Bonn approx.  18 km

congress centre Bonn approx.  2 km

Bonn old town approx.  6 km

cologne exhibition centre approx.  20 km

airport frankfurt approx.  160 km

Deutsche telekom  approx. 5 km

Deutsche post approx. 4 km

t-mobile approx. 500 m

Deutsche welle approx. 3 km

postbank ag approx. 4 km
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